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Motivation

Dye sensitized solar cells

Michael Grätzel

I How effective a dye is absorbing: ??? for QM
I Does electrolyte modifies the absorption: ??? for QM&MM
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photo voltaics

Surface-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy
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Theory

Generic workflow for excited states simulations

I Density-functional theory (DFT) E = E [n]

I Kohn-Sham scheme

ĤKS[n]Ψn(r) = EΨn(r)

n(r) =
∑

n∈occ
Ψ∗n(r)Ψn(r)

I EXCITED STATES: Time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) or GW +BSE

ĤKSΨn(r , t) = i ∂
∂t Ψn(r , t)
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Theory

Ab-initio theory: real-time propagation of wave-packets
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RT TDDFT is capable to model a broad range of scenarious, but this is
superfluous for spectroscopy



Theory

Ab-initio theory: linear response

I Casida equation: exchange/hybrid functionals ,

I Formalism of linear response functions χ(ω): comput. cheap ,

δn(r , ω) ≡
∫
χ(r , r ′, ω)δVext(r ′, ω)dr ′, or ⇒ χ(ω) = δn

δVext

Veff = Vext + VHxc[n]⇒ δVeff
δn = δVext

δn + δVHxc[n]
δn

χ(ω) = χ0(ω) + χ0(ω)Kχ(ω),

χ0(ω) = (fn − fm) Ψn(r)Ψm(r)Ψm(r ′)Ψn(r ′)
ω − (Em − En)

Products of wave-functions appear in χ0(ω)
and interaction kernel K is known for semi-local functionals.
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Methods

Basis sets

Ψn(r) =
∑

a
X n

a f a(r)

Plane-wave (PW) basis sets: exp(iGr)

ψ

x

exact
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Real-space grids (RSG): {r i}, i = 1 . . .N
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I Numerical atomic orbitals (NAO): f a(r)Ylm(r)
I Parsimonious for atomic systems
I Need density-fitting basis
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Methods

Product basis: PW vs RSG

For NAO f a(r) we need an auxiliary basis f a(r)f b(r) = V ab
µ Fµ(r)

V G1G2
G3

= δG1+G2,G3 V R1R2
R3

= δR1,R3δR2,R3

G1
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G3
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O(N2) O(N)
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⇒ Potential advantage of localized basis sets
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Methods

Iterative computation of induced density

I Induced density δn(ω) due to an external perturbation δV ext(ω)

δn(ω) = χ0(ω)δV eff(ω)

I The effective perturbation δV eff(ω) obeys SLE

(δ − Kχ0(ω))δV eff(ω) = δV ext(ω)

I We solve the SLE above with Krylov subspace methods

χ0
µνzν = V ab

µ X n
a X m

b X m
c V cd

ν zν X n
d

I O(N3) operations or less, where N is number of atoms
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Programms

Programming solutions to realize TDDFT for SIESTA

I SIESTA RT https://launchpad.net/siesta

I FAST LR https://gforge.inria.fr/frs/?group_id=1179

I MBPT-LCAO LR http://mbpt-domiprod.wikidot.com

I PySCF-NAO LR https://github.com/cfm-mpc/pyscf/tree/nao

I ASE/PySCF-NAO LR cloud-computing solution
I BerkeleyGW LR — NAO to PW converter

https://launchpad.net/siesta
https://gforge.inria.fr/frs/?group_id=1179
http://mbpt-domiprod.wikidot.com
https://github.com/cfm-mpc/pyscf/tree/nao
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Programms

PySCF-NAO: rather fledged iterative TDDFT

I Open-source, Python-based, Compact code1
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I The plasmonic resonance of silver clusters blue-shifts for smaller sizes

1PK, MB, DSP, submitted, preprint on ResearchGate



Programms

PySCF-NAO: walltime scaling
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I The runtime on 12 cores of Intel R© Xeon R© Processor E5-2680 v3
I Largest calculation for Ag1415 lasts 28 hours



Programms

PySCF-NAO: download

pyscf/wiki/Git-workflow

git clone https://github.com/cfm-mpc/pyscf.git
cd pyscf
git checkout -b nao origin/nao

pyscf/wiki/Git-workflow
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Programms

PySCF-NAO: installation

README.me at pyscf/tree/nao/pyscf/lib/nao

cd pyscf/lib
cp cmake arch config/cmake.arch.inc-nao-gnu cmake.arch.inc
mkdir build
cd build
export FC=gfortran
cmake ..
make export PYTHONPATH=/path/to/pyscf

pyscf/tree/nao/pyscf/lib/nao
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Programms

PySCF-NAO: testing
pyscf/pyscf/nao/tests

cd pyscf/nao/tests
for f in test *.py; do python $f; done

pyscf/pyscf/nao/tests
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Programms

Ab-initio Toolkit @ Singularity

pyscf+ +ASE

Ab-Initio Toolkit



Programms

Ab-initio Toolkit @ Singilarity

I All popular OS. Desktops, clusters and cloud platforms

I Work within common shells, scripts or Jupyter notebook
I Documentation at: mbarbry.website.fr.to/Ab-initioToolkit
I No cumbersome intallation necessary2

2Once the Singularity image is working

https://mbarbry.website.fr.to/Ab-initioToolkit/


Programms

Ab-initio Toolkit: Example
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Selected results

Size/material dependence: Na vs Ag

Being ab-initio theory TDDFT allows to see straight away

I dependence on the size N — number of atoms
I . . . material: Na 3s; Ag 4d10 5s
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I Why that?



Selected results

Size/material dependence: reason

Reason for the opposite size dispersion
I Without the Coulomb interaction Na and Ag clusters blue shift —

quantum confinement
I Without d-electrons Ag dispersion flattens: screening
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I Dependence on the shape



Selected results

Shape dependence for a plasmonic cavity

Na380 dimer is a model of plasmonic cavity (EM antenna)3

using an efficient iterative scheme84−86 that allows to obtain the
optical response at the TDDFT level for large clusters and
molecules with moderate computational resources.87 The
technical details of the method can be found in the Supporting
Information. The results of our atomistic simulations are
compared to TDDFT-LDA simulations performed for Na
clusters described within the jellium model (JM).63 In the JM
only the valence electrons are treated explicitly, and the ionic
cores are represented through an homogeneous positive charge
density bound by the cluster boundary (jellium edge). In the
comparison, we use JM spheres of radius 15.57 Å and fix the
averaged electron density to that of bulk Na (Wigner−Seitz
radius rs = 2.12 Å). The resulting closed-shell JM cluster
contains 398 electrons and is similar in size to the Na380 cluster
tackled in the atomistic calculations.
We first explore the atomic-scale near-field confinement in a

single plasmonic nanoparticle, constituted here by a Na380
cluster. The polarizability of the Na380 cluster obtained with
the atomistic simulations shows a well-defined plasmonic peak
near 3.35 eV, associated with a typical dipolar excitation along
the axis of the external driving field. Further technical details of
the calculation are addressed in the Supporting Information.
Figure 1 shows the local near-field distribution around the

Na380 cluster for different polarizations of the incident field of
amplitude E0, both at the dipolar plasmonic resonance energy
(panels a−c) and out of resonance (panels d−f). The

orientation of the cluster relative to the external field is further
clarified in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. We show
the data in the (y, z) plane passing through the center of the
cluster for two different incident linear polarizations (along y
axis in panel a and along z axis in panel b). As observed in the
plots, when the atomistic structure is accounted for, the near
fields dramatically depend on the cluster orientation with
respect to the polarization direction. Even if the general dipolar
pattern of the induced fields is preserved, the underlying
icosahedral geometry of the atomic arrangement can be clearly
recognized. Most importantly, we can clearly identify
subnanometric “hot-spots” characterized by strongly localized
fields at the metal-vacuum interface. The enhancement at these
“hot-spots” is not dramatically larger than that of the overall
background of the plasmon-enhanced near fields, but it carries a
very distinctive localization with it. The “hot-spots” of the Na380
cluster in panels a and b are related to the atomic-scale vertices
and edges of the icosahedron cluster structure. Obviously, a
quantum (or classical) calculation that considers smooth
surfaces and thus ignores the atomistic nature of the particles
cannot address these subnanometric features in the near fields,
and misses the description of atomic-scale field localization.
This is illustrated in panel c where the results based on the JM
for the perfectly spherical cluster are shown for comparison. In
this case, the induced fields are independent of the cluster
orientation with respect to the incident field and feature the

Figure 2. Panels a−d show the spectral evolution of the absorption cross-section of the plasmonic dimers depicted in e−g, and a dimer of jellium
spheres (h), for a polarization of the incident field along the dimer axis as a function of separation distance between the particles, dsep. The hybridized
bonding dipolar plasmon (BDP), the charge-transfer plasmon (CTP) mode, and the quadrupolar plasmon (QP) model are identified in the spectra.
Separation distances lower than 1 Å and negative distances represent overlapping clusters and have been modeled in a−c by modified geometries in
which atomic layers of one of the clusters are subsequently removed (region A, one layer removed; region B, 2 layers; region C, 3 layers). Panels e−h
show the distribution of the local induced-field produced in the (y,z) plane containing the axis of the dimer for an energy in resonance with the BDP
and for a separation distance of 10 Å: (e) the gap is formed by a facet-to-facet junction, (f) facet-to-tip, and (g) tip-to-tip configurations. In (h) the
same situation for a dimer described by the jellium model is displayed.

Nano Letters Letter

DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.5b00759
Nano Lett. 2015, 15, 3410−3419

3412

3Barbry etal Nano Lett. 15 (2015) 3410



Selected results

Relaxations in the Na380 cavity

What happens if we allow the atoms to move?

Play movie



Selected results

Effect of relaxations on polarizability

Since we use atomistic theory, we can model inelastic microscopic
rearrangements 4

response at large intercluster distances when the two clusters
interact weakly. The BDP shows an induced charge distribution
characterized by a capacitive coupling of charges of opposite
sign at both sides of the cavity, as schematically depicted in the
right drawing of the top panel in Figure 2. When both clusters
are in contact, so that free charges can efficiently move across

the junction, we enter a conductive coupling regime
characterized by the so-called Charge Transfer Plasmon
(CTP)43 and the associated high-energy Charge Transfer
Plasmon (CTP’) modes. The conducting link of the CTP
through the junction of the clusters, produces a screening of the
charges in the cavity and, thus, redistributes the induced charge
density to produce a net dipole that extends to the whole dimer
structure, as depicted in the top-left scheme in Figure 2 (see
also panels c and d).
The BDP resonance is red-shifted as the intercluster distance

is reduced and the Coulomb interactions among the clusters
increase. This shift is due to the strong interaction of the
parallel induced dipoles along the dimer axis, which hybridize67

lowering the energy of the resulting optically active mode. In
this capacitive (weak interaction) regime both unrelaxed and
relaxed cases show the same dependence on the interparticle
distance. The BDP mode is present until the clusters are
brought to a distance of about 6.1 Å. At this point, for the
unrelaxed dimer (see Figure 2a), the BDP mode is quenched
and higher energy modes start gaining intensity. If the clusters
are approached further we observe a smooth transition from the
capacitive to the conductive coupling regime. For separation
distances right below 6 Å the electron tunnelling current at
relevant frequencies gradually starts flowing, giving rise to the
progressive emergence of the CTP resonance.6,29,32,39 This
transition region is frequently referred to as the quantum
tunnelling regime of plasmonic cavities.33 At a distance
comparable to the sodium interlayer distance, ∼3.0 Å, the
clusters become chemically bonded and a clear contact is
established. Under those conditions, a substantial current can
be established and the CTP appears fully developed.
In contrast, the situation shown in Figure 2b for the relaxed

dimer is strikingly different. The relaxed dimer undergoes a
jump-to-contact instability (see red curve in Figure 1) that
dramatically modifies the evolution of the optical spectrum.
The transition regime, found between 6 and 3 Å for the
unrelaxed dimer, has almost completely disappeared in the
relaxed case. There are not stable geometries for those
intermediate gap sizes, and thus, the resistive tunnelling
(transition) regime cannot be clearly identified in the optical
response in this case. Although the details of the jump-to-
contact process strongly depend on the size and shape of the
facets and the effective elastic constants of the systems being
brought into contact, this effect is a quite general behavior
which is routinely taken into account in the interpretation of
data from scanning probe microscopies. Our results indicate
that the effect of the jump-to-contact must be considered when
exploring and interpreting the optical response of metallic
particles in close proximity, particularly when large atomic-scale
reconfigurations can be expected. Importantly, this phenomen-
on can hinder the appearance of a smooth transition between
the capacitive and charge-transfer regimes in the optical
response of plasmonic cavities.
In panels (c) and (d) of Figure 2, we explore the real space

distribution of the induced charge for the CTP and CTP’
modes right after the clusters get into contact, that is, right after
the jump-to-contact instability. Here we plot the imaginary part
of the induced density at the resonant frequencies. The
isosurfaces in these plots, and those shown below, correspond
to ∼10% of the maximum value of the induced density. We also
plot the corresponding electron current (graph to the right of
each charge density plot) flowing through (x,y) planes (i.e.,
perpendicular to the dimer axis) as a function of z, the

Figure 2. Evolution of the imaginary part of the polarizability of a
Na380 dimer (external field applied along the dimer axis) as the clusters
are approached, plotted as a function of the separation distance and
photon energy. Both unrelaxed (a) and relaxed (b) geometries of the
cluster dimer are considered. The dark dots indicate the position of the
peak maxima in the polarizability for those distances for which the
optical response has been computed. The arrow lines indicate the
contact point for the two cases, that is, the distance at which the clusters
merge into one single larger object. The top panel shows the schematic
representation of the induced charge in the modes that dominate the
optical response before contact (bonding dipolar plasmon mode,
BDP) and after contact (charge transfer plasmon mode, CTP). Panels
(c) and (d) show the imaginary part of the induced density and the
corresponding modulus of the electron current, |Imax|, flowing through
each cross sectional [i.e., (x,y)] plane along the dimer axis (see the
Supporting Information for more details). An external electric field of
magnitude of 1 × 10−9 atomic units is assumed here with a
polarization parallel to the junction main axis. The nominal gap size is
6.1 Å, corresponding to the jump-to-contact configuration in the
relaxed case.

ACS Photonics Article

DOI: 10.1021/acsphotonics.5b00609
ACS Photonics XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX

D
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established. Under those conditions, a substantial current can
be established and the CTP appears fully developed.
In contrast, the situation shown in Figure 2b for the relaxed

dimer is strikingly different. The relaxed dimer undergoes a
jump-to-contact instability (see red curve in Figure 1) that
dramatically modifies the evolution of the optical spectrum.
The transition regime, found between 6 and 3 Å for the
unrelaxed dimer, has almost completely disappeared in the
relaxed case. There are not stable geometries for those
intermediate gap sizes, and thus, the resistive tunnelling
(transition) regime cannot be clearly identified in the optical
response in this case. Although the details of the jump-to-
contact process strongly depend on the size and shape of the
facets and the effective elastic constants of the systems being
brought into contact, this effect is a quite general behavior
which is routinely taken into account in the interpretation of
data from scanning probe microscopies. Our results indicate
that the effect of the jump-to-contact must be considered when
exploring and interpreting the optical response of metallic
particles in close proximity, particularly when large atomic-scale
reconfigurations can be expected. Importantly, this phenomen-
on can hinder the appearance of a smooth transition between
the capacitive and charge-transfer regimes in the optical
response of plasmonic cavities.
In panels (c) and (d) of Figure 2, we explore the real space

distribution of the induced charge for the CTP and CTP’
modes right after the clusters get into contact, that is, right after
the jump-to-contact instability. Here we plot the imaginary part
of the induced density at the resonant frequencies. The
isosurfaces in these plots, and those shown below, correspond
to ∼10% of the maximum value of the induced density. We also
plot the corresponding electron current (graph to the right of
each charge density plot) flowing through (x,y) planes (i.e.,
perpendicular to the dimer axis) as a function of z, the

Figure 2. Evolution of the imaginary part of the polarizability of a
Na380 dimer (external field applied along the dimer axis) as the clusters
are approached, plotted as a function of the separation distance and
photon energy. Both unrelaxed (a) and relaxed (b) geometries of the
cluster dimer are considered. The dark dots indicate the position of the
peak maxima in the polarizability for those distances for which the
optical response has been computed. The arrow lines indicate the
contact point for the two cases, that is, the distance at which the clusters
merge into one single larger object. The top panel shows the schematic
representation of the induced charge in the modes that dominate the
optical response before contact (bonding dipolar plasmon mode,
BDP) and after contact (charge transfer plasmon mode, CTP). Panels
(c) and (d) show the imaginary part of the induced density and the
corresponding modulus of the electron current, |Imax|, flowing through
each cross sectional [i.e., (x,y)] plane along the dimer axis (see the
Supporting Information for more details). An external electric field of
magnitude of 1 × 10−9 atomic units is assumed here with a
polarization parallel to the junction main axis. The nominal gap size is
6.1 Å, corresponding to the jump-to-contact configuration in the
relaxed case.
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Selected results

Induced density and current at different frequencies

Because we have the induced density in real space, it is also possible to find the
induced current

Imaginary part of the induced density and the corresponding modulus of the
electron current flowing through the middle of the dimer 2 x Na380
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Selected results

Butterfly effect at large strain

Polarizability α(ω) as common graphs
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Selected results

Semi-empirical molecular dynamics (MD) for Ag147

I Atomistic Simulation Environment
(ASE) to organize SEMD

I Langevin dynamics for
Tion = 300, 600 and 900 K

I Atomistic effective potentials used6

 1  10  100

ω (cm-1)

Vibration spectrum of Ag147

I Vibration spectrum was computed
with VIBRA utility

I Vibration spectrum was used to justify
the MD parameters ∆t and Ttotal

I 800 snapshots in TDDFT

6Hale, Wong, Zimmerman and Zhou, Modelling Simul. Mater. Sci. Eng. 21 (2013) 045005
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SEMD for Ag147
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Selected results

AIMD for a diarylethene as a comparison

I DFT+MD package SIESTA7

I Nosé thermostat Tion = 100, 300 K
I PBE GGA

 10  100  1000

ω (cm-1)

Vibration spectrum

I PySCF-NAO: optical gap 1.97 eV
I PySCF-GTO: optical gap PBE 2.03 eV,

B3LYP 2.33 eV
I VIBRAtion spectrum was used to justify

the MD parameters ∆t and Ttotal

I 800 snapshots in TDDFT

7José M Soler et al 2002 J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 14 2745



Selected results

AIMD+TDDFT for a diarylethene compound
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resonance frequencies ωi ↘
are red-shifted while Tion ↗
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Selected results

Valence electron energy loss spectra
Other stimuli is well possible8

δVext(r , ω) =
∫

eiωt |r − rprobe(t)|−1dt

5

tories. The first one is passing right through the center of
the cluster, the second is passing near the surface of the
cluster. Since we can not perform calculations for such
large system, we concentrate on a silver cluster contain-
ing 923 atoms (∼ 3 nm of diameter) presenting an icosa-
hedral shape. The cluster geometry has been generated
using the ASE package [63], then relaxed with SIESTA.
The final geometry is depicted in Figure 4 together with
the beam trajectories considered.

1 nm

FIG. 4. Experimental [23] (dashed lines) and ab initio (full
lines) EELS for silver icosahedral cluster. Two distincts tra-
jectories of the electron beam are represented, one crossing
the cluster at its center (blue lines) and the other near the
surface of the cluster (red lines). The cluster geometry used
for the calculations together with the beam trajectories are
represented in the figure. The colors of the beams are corre-
sponding to the colors of the lines.

The experimentally measured spectra from Ref. [23]
are shown in Figure 4 with dashed lines, while our sim-
ulations are represented with full lines. When the beam
is passing near the cluster surface (red lines), the agree-
ment between our calculations and the experimental data
is rather good. We can appreciate a slight frequency shift
of 0.2 eV of the surface plasmon, otherwise, the reson-
nance is correctly reproduce with our method. However,
in case of the crossing trajectory (blue lines), the agree-
ment is less satisfactory. The experiment shows a strong
peak at 3.8 eV, which is the bulk plasmon and a shoulder
at 3.3 eV corresponding to the surface plasmon. Work
from Cazalilla [66] demonstrated how much the descrip-
tion of the d-bands of silver matter to correctly describe
the bulk plasmon in the ab initio context. A poor descrip-
tion of d-electrons could explain why the bulk plasmon
is so badly resolved by our calculations.

Yet, another possible explanation of the absence of
bulk plasmon from our calculations could be the geome-
try of the cluster. The icosahedral cluster does not pos-
sess a fcc lattice in contrary to bulk silver. In a sec-

FIG. 5. Experimental [22] (dashed lines) and ab initio (full
lines) EELS for a silver cube composed of 500 atoms and pre-
senting a fcc lattice. Three distincts trajectories of the elec-
tron beam are represented, one crossing the cluster at its cen-
ter (blue lines), a second crossing the cluster at half-distance
from the surface (green lines) and the last one passing at 1
nm from the the surface of the cluster (red lines). The cluster
geometry used for the calculations together with the beam
trajectories are represented in the figure. The colors of the
beams are corresponding to the colors of the lines.

ond comparison we used data from Jonathan A. Scholl
et al. [22] obtained with a 20 nm dimaeter nanosphere.
A silver cube presenting a fcc lattice with a lattice con-
stant of 4.0853 Å [67] and containing 500 atoms was used
for the simulations. The geometry of the cluster was
not relaxed in order to keep a fcc lattice. Figure 5 illus-
trate the comparison of the EELS spectra for three beam
trajectories. The first one is passing at 1 nm from the
cluster surface (red lines), the second crosses the clus-
ter but not at its center (green lines), while the last
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8MB, PK, DSP, Ab-initio theory of EELS, in preparation (2018)
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I Linear response iterative TDDFT is useful for plasmonics
I PySCF-NAO – available online already
I Atomistic approach allows to address a wealth of phenomena

Underway
I Other methods with Fock-like operators: GW /BSE
I Other observables: EELS and Raman
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